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57,509 fires in the Brazilian Amazon this year to date

Bolivia and Peru also impacted

Regular and natural during the Amazon’s dry season but

since 2018
80% increase

Amazonas (Brazil's largest state) declared state of emergency9 August - 

Acre state on environmental alert due to fires16 August - 

deforestation, agriculture (mainly for raising beef and

soybeans), hydropower schemes, mining and

infrastructure (especially roads)

Main causes =

O2

“The Amazon fires won’t

deplete the earth’s oxygen

supply – nearly all of Earth’s

breathable oxygen originated in

the oceans, and there is enough

of it to last for millions of

years.”

Scott Denning (Professor of

Atmospheric Science at Colorado

State University)

DID YOU KNOW?

                                                                           A tropical rain forest is generally not flammable –
dense plants in the rain forest are full of water, producing massive amounts of vapour. A healthy
forest is therefore almost fire-proof. Human activities weaken the forest and make it vulnerable.

How can a wet rainforest burn?

with most fires

Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) - 3,395

IN A GLOBAL CONTEXT
Thousands of fires are continually burning across the
earth every day and always have been.

Top 3 countries

Angola - 6,902

Brazil - 2,127

(over a 48hr period, 24-26 August 2019)

1st
2nd
3rd

Close ally of agribusiness lobby

Promised to slash restrictions and open up the Amazon 

for farming and mining activities

Weakened Brazil’s environmental agency, IBAMA

Fired head of Brazil’s space institute (INPE) after a clash over deforestation data

Brazilian President
Jair Bolsonaro

September 2000

September 2018

World’s largest rainforest and river basin

670 million hectares (40% of South America)

Spread over 9 countries (60% in Brazil; other 40% in Peru, Colombia,

Venezuela, Ecuador, Bolivia, Guyana, Suriname and French Guiana)

90-140 billion metric tons of carbon stored

34 million people depend on its resources

Home to 1 million indigenous people (305+ tribes)

Contains 10% of known species on Earth

75% of plant species unique to the Amazon

3,000 fish species found there

20% of the Amazon lost to mining, logging, farming, hydropower dams and

roads

1.4 million hectares lost per year (2001-2012)

QUICK AMAZON FACTS

DEFORESTATION AND FIRES IN THE AMAZON

Deforestation of the Amazon
decreased more than 80% following
a peak in 2004 but has increased at
alarming rates this year – 278% in
July 2019 compared to July 2018

and 88% in June 2019

CHRISTIANITY AND THE ENVIRONMENT
“God has marvellously designed the universe, the earth, and all its
life in such a way as to harmonise ethics and economics. When we

humans face a crisis or dilemma that appears to force a choice
between ethics and economics, we can be sure God has provided a
solution that compromises neither. God calls humanity to resist the

temptation of quick fixes, particularly those that demand either a
breach of ethics or a loss of economic stability.”

(Hugh Ross in “Hidden Treasures in the Book of Job”)

Genesis 1-2 calls for God’s created people to care for the rest of God’s creatures
and to “tend the garden”

https://www.pbs.org/newshour/science/

https://wwf.panda.org/our_work/forests/deforestation_fronts2/deforestation_in_the_amazon/

https://www.aljazeera.com/ajimpact/fires-burning-angola-congo-amazon-maps-190827012619287.html

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-08-06/brazilian-amazon-destruction-surges-almost-fourfold-in-july
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